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Offers an illustrated encyclopedia of general science,
with informative and fun facts on a broad array of
scientific topics.
A tour of outer space explores the solar system as
well as stars, galaxies, and the birth of planets, and
speculates on whether other intelligent beings exist
in the universe.
"In Everything Sharks, exciting photos depict great
whites, hammerheads, and more. Scientists tell hairraising tales about encounters. With its awesome
facts and action-packed images, this book brings
kids close to the mysterious lives of
sharks."--Amazon.com.
Provides the latest information on a wide range of
topics including animals, culture, geography, the
environment, history, and science.
Filled with fun facts and amazing photographs, an indepth look at amazing weather includes real-life
encounters as documented by National Geographic
tornado chaser, Tim Samaras. Simultaneous.
Blast off into space with the experts at National
Geographic to discover everything we know about
the universe, including exciting, recent discoveries
and amazing brand-new NASA space photography.
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The updated and expanded edition of the hit Space
Encyclopedia presents the most up-to-date findings
on space exploration and research and breathtaking
views of the universe, as captured by the latest and
greatest technology, including the recent first ever
image of a black hole. This complete reference
contains everything kids need to know about our sun
and planets including the new dwarf planets, the
formation of the universe, space travel, the
possibility of life beyond Earth, and more. Authored
by David A. Aguilar, an internationally recognized
astronomer and former Director of Science
Information and Public Outreach at the HarvardSmithsonian Center for Astrophysics, it is an
authoritative and beautifully illustrated must-have for
every family, providing both accessible information
for school reports and compelling reading on the
mysteries beyond our planet.
A child friendly guide to the essentials of
photography.
"Information and photographs of scientific theories
and facts, for young children"-Playful puppies! Cuddly kittens! Beautiful birds! Learn all
about pets with fur, feathers, fins, scales, and shells–and
how to find and care for the perfect family pet.
Provides answers to commonly asked questions such as
"Why does my skin wrinkle in the tub?" and "Why do we
see a rainbow?"
Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts
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and bursting
with colour photographs, learn all about
dinosaurs in this fresh take on the subject that kids with
love. It's time to learn everything about dinosaurs! Each
book in the National Geographic Kids Everything series
has more than 100 pictures, an explorer's corner with
from-the-field anecdotes and tips, fun facts throughout,
maps and infographics, an illustrated diagram, a photo
gallery, cool comparisons, a behind-the-scenes
photograph, an interactive glossary, and more.
Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts
and bursting with colour photographs, learn all about
rocks and minerals in this fresh take on the subject that
kids with love. It's time to learn everything about rocks
and minerals! Each book in the National Geographic
Kids Everything series has more than 100 pictures, an
explorer's corner with from-the-field anecdotes and tips,
fun facts throughout, maps and infographics, an
illustrated diagram, a photo gallery, cool comparisons, a
behind-the-scenes photograph, an interactive glossary,
and more.
Dogs are man's best friend! They are intelligent,
inquisitive, compassionate, and funny! Their friendliness
combined with their ability to connect to humans make
dogs one of the most loved animals in the world.
"Everything Dogs" explores the world of these
extraordinary animals! Kids will learn all about the
characteristics that define dogs, their daily lives, the
different breeds, and much, much more! Packed with fun
facts and amazing photographs, features "Expert's
Corners" that provide exciting, real-life experiences with
dogs from a National Geographic explorer, and cool and
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these curious, furry, and lovable creatures-SpaceBlast Off for a Universe of Photos, Facts, and
Fun!National Geographic Books
From planets and asteroids to black holes and galaxies,
every page will captivate young readers as they journey
through the vastness of the Universe. Each celestial
body is shown both photographically and illustrated, and
children will love poring over the detailed close-up
images. Engaging storybook-style descriptions of each
object allow readers to delve into facts, myths, trivia, and
key discoveries about the Solar System and beyond.
Wonder at the rocky rings around Saturn, gaze at the
fountains gushing from Jupiter's moon Enceladus, and
marvel at mysterious interstellar visitors 'Oumuamua and
Borisov. With reference pages packed with fascinating
information, you'll go away knowing something you didn't
before, and you'll return time and again. An attractive gift
for children who can't get enough of astronomy, The
Mysteries of the Universe is perfect for kids to explore by
themselves or for bedtime stories.
A collection of facts about diverse subjects such as food,
animals, inventions and more.
This"Canadian Globe and Mail"bestseller is packed with
incredible photos, tons of fun facts, crafts, activities, and
fascinating articles about animals, science, nature,
technology, and more. New features include a special
section on animal friends; an updated "Fun and Games"
chapter filled with all-new games, jokes, and comics; a
new "Dino Myths Busted" feature; all new weird-but-true
facts, crafts, and activities; a new special "15 Facts"
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in every chapter; updated reference material, and
much more! And, this is the only kids' almanac with
mobile media features that allow kids to access National
Geographic videos, photo galleries, and games."
Quiz your family and friends with this ultimate Big Quiz
Book from National Geographic Kids, bursting with jawdropping facts that will keep everyone guessing and give
you hours of fun.
Provides five thousand facts about everything from water
parks and hair to manners and fossils.
A fact-packed fun book of transport themed puzzles.
Test your knowledge and get thinking with this factpacked National Geographic Kids fun book of transport
themed puzzles. Inside are brain-tickling quizzes as well
as number games, crosswords and word searches, with
fascinating facts along the way.
Jam-packed with thousands of fascinating facts and
interesting info, this fun-filled Q&A book is sure to satisfy
the most curious kids (and adults too!). The team that
brought you WHY? flips that question around to deliver
more than 1,111 awesome answers, brain-bending
breakdowns, and epic explanations to all kinds of
burning questions about how the world works. With the
first book in the series, we answered WHY? In this
exciting follow-up, we figured WHY NOT? The concept is
simple. Got a question? Boy, do we have answers! Over
1,111 of them. Why don't you keep growing your whole
life? Check out the human body section. Why aren't we
traveling by jetpack yet? Tech has your answer. Why
aren't school buses red? Flip to the pop culture chapter.
Why aren't dinosaurs still alive? Why can't you walk on
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clouds?
from silly to serious, we've got the expert information in a
fun Q&A format that will keep kids digging for answers.
Answers include all kinds of fascinating extra info like top
10 lists, weird-but-true facts, explorer profiles, and cool
activities. Now, go stump your parents!
Combines facts with photographs of volcanoes and
earthquake-affected regions to introduce readers to such
topics as underwater volcanoes and plate tectonics while
offering insight into the world-changing power of natural
disasters.
Challenge your brain with tons of do-it-yourself,
interactive fun! These crosswords, sudokus, word
searches, and other boredom busters will keep you
entertained for hours. Blast off to the most fascinating
places in our solar system! You'll get to know the
planets, moons, and rockets of outer space--and test
your puzzle chops while you're at it. This activity book is
brimming with out-of-this-world facts, awesome photos,
and endless entertainment. (Where else can you learn
about space exploration AND master a crossword
puzzle--all in the same book?) Plus, all this fun is packed
into a handy, portable size, perfect for tossing into a
backpack or taking on the road.
They fix spacecraft, dance, tell jokes, and even clean
your carpet! From the tiniest robo-bees to gigantic
factory machines, robotics is all around you. This
technology isn't just for science-fiction anymore -- it's real
and more relevant than ever. With stunning visuals and
energetic, impactful design, readers won't stop until
they've learned everything there is to know about
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robotics.
Preschoolers are full of "Where?" questions, and this
next book in the best-selling Little Kids First Big Book
series is full of fascinating and often surprising answers
for them. This charming reference book zeroes in on
location, location, location. More than 200 colorful photos
are paired with age-appropriate text featuring answers to
questions like, "Where does the sky end?" "Where is the
highest mountain?" and, "Where was ice cream
invented?" Containing several kid-friendly maps
designed to expand the learning experience, this book
inspires kids to be curious, ask questions, and explore
the world around them.
Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts
and bursting with colour photographs, learn all about big
cats in this fresh take on the subject that kids with love.
It's time to learn everything about big cats! Each book in
the National Geographic Kids Everything series has
more than 100 pictures, an explorer's corner with fromthe-field anecdotes and tips, fun facts throughout, maps
and infographics, an illustrated diagram, a photo gallery,
cool comparisons, a behind-the-scenes photograph, an
interactive glossary, and more.
An in-depth guide to sharks includes information on
where they live, how they eat, the challenges they face,
and whether or not certain species pose a danger to
humans.-Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts
and bursting with colour photographs, learn all about
space in this fresh take on the subject that kids with love.
"Blast off to a universe of photos, facts, and fun!"--Front
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This fun, photo-filled, fact-packed night sky guide will
encourage kids to stop and look up to spot stars and
planets right from their own gardens.
"This ... atlas takes readers through maps of the solar
system, the Milky Way, and deep space, giving them a
close look at and locations of planets, supernovas, and
other universes. Sky maps will help kids spot these
objects in the night sky and maps of planets and our
solar system give the kind of ... detail that National
Geographic is known for"--Amazon.com.
A spacetastic new edition beaming with incredible
pictures and the latest facts about the universe. From the
origin of the universe to the future of space rockets, this
ebook about space for kids has it all. Did you know that
the moon was once a piece of the Earth, and that a day
on Venus is longer than one year? First published in
2015, Knowledge Encyclopedia: Space! has been
completely revised and updated for 2020, with new
images and information on all things space-related to
send you rocketing to the furthest reaches of the
cosmos. Newly updated with the latest scientific
discoveries and innovation in space engineering, this
new title will answer all your questions about what lies
beyond the night sky. Discover how stars and galaxies
are formed, take a trip through the Milky Way, and
explore the innards of the International Space Station in
this incredible book that uses the latest computergenerated 3-D imagery, eye-catching photographs,
gripping information, and explanatory diagrams to bring
the wonders of the cosmos to life. Knowledge
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Encyclopedia:
Space! is the big bang of space books,
and it's just gotten bigger!
An exciting interactive title chock-full of stars, planets, aliens,
and everything out of this world brings National Geographic
Kids signature content to a sticker and activity book format.
For kids who love our universe, this book features the coolest
science kids can't get enough of: our planet Earth, cool
asteroids, fun aliens, comets, and so much more. Packed
with mazes, spelling and pattern games, drawing activities,
and more, kids are sure to love these pages loaded with fun.
Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts and
bursting with colour photographs, learn all about volcanoes
and earthquakes in this fresh take on the subject that kids
with love. It's time to learn everything about volcanoes and
earthquakes! Each book in the National Geographic Kids
Everything series has more than 100 pictures, an explorer's
corner with from-the-field anecdotes and tips, fun facts
throughout, maps and infographics, an illustrated diagram, a
photo gallery, cool comparisons, a behind-the-scenes
photograph, an interactive glossary, and more.
Travel into space with this comprehensive visual
encyclopedia of the cosmos, from the Big Bang to the
Extremely Large Telescope. Full of galactic facts, dramatic
photographs, and CGI artwork, and based on the latest
astronomical research, this is a definitive guide to our Solar
System, the Universe, and beyond... Accessible, entertaining,
and authoritative, this comprehensive visual encyclopedia is
the perfect introduction to the world of space and astronomy
for children aged eight and above.
Introduces basic concepts about outer space, from the sun
and the moon to the planets and space exploration.
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